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ABSTRACT

An apparatus for heating fluid includes a tank for holding
fluid to be heated, and a fuel wafer in fluid communication
with the fluid. The fuel wafer includes a fuel mixture includ-
ing reagents and a catalyst, and an electrical resistor or other
heat source in thermal communication with the fuel mixture
and the catalyst.
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FLUD HEATER Anotheraspect of the invention is a composition of matter
for generating heat, the composition ilcluding a mixture of

FIELD OF DISCLOSURE porosity-enhanced nickel powder, lithium powder, and
lithium aluminum powde¡ and a heat source in thermal com-

This disclosure relates to heat transfer systems, and in s munication with the mixture for initiating a nickel catalyzed
particular to devices for transfering heat to a fluid. exothermic reaction.

BACKGR.'ND 
'ffï:î:trffïåiiïä"':J,i;;'l#:1":'"f"1;:v

Many heat rransrer sysrems use hot nuids as a heat transrer ,. *i l':ffi*:î,ffl;iå 1'#tËïJ]HjTH.,iË1î:ïîtff;
medium. Such systems include a heat generator for generat- thereby initiating an exothermic reaction in the mixture.
ing heat, a heat transfer medium in thermal communication Theie and other features of the invention will be apparent
with the energy source, and a pump to move the heated from the following detailed description and the ,""o-puoy_
medium to wherever the heat is needed. Because of its high ing ûgures, in which:
heat capacity and its abundance, a common heat transfer fluid t5
is water, both in its liquid and gas phase. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

A variety of heat generators are in common use. For
instance-, in nuclear power plants, nuclear fission provides FIG. I shows a heat transfer system having a heat source;
energy for heating water. There also exist solar water heaters FIG. 2 is a cut-away view of the heat sourðe in FIG. 1;
that use solar energy. However, most heat transfer sources 20 FIG. 3 is a cross-section ofthe wafer for use in the heat
rely on an exothermal chemical reaction, and in particular, on source of FIG. 2;
combustion of some fuel. FIG. 4 shows an exemplary resistor in the central layer of

suMMARy tniffilî 
:i:il1fr"i"""r';ource of FtG. I operating with a

25 conventional fumace.
In one aspect, the invention features an apparatus for heat- FIG. ó shows plural heat sources like that in FIG. 2 con_

ing fluid, the apparatus including a tank for holding fluid to be nected in series.
heated, and a fuel wafer in fluid commtmication with the fluid, FIG. 7 shows plural heat sources like that in FIG. 2 con_
the fuel wafer including a fuel mixture including reagents and nected in parallel.
a catalyst, and a heat source, for example an electrical resistor, :o
in thermal communication with the fuel mixture and the cata- DE'IAILED DESCRIPTION
lyst.

Among the embodiments are those in which the fuel mix- Referring to FIG. !, a hear- transfer system L0 includes a
tureincludeslithiumandlithiumaluminumhydride,thosein plpe 12 for transporting a heated fluid in a closed loop
whichthecatalystincludesagroupl0element,suchasnickel ¡s betweenaheatsource14ãndathermalload16. Inmostcasei,
in powdered form, or in any cornbination thereof. for example where there is hydraulic resistance to be over-

In other embodiments, the catalyst in powdered form, has come, a pump 18 propels the heated fluid. However, in some
been treated to enhance its porosity. For example, the catalyst cases, such as where the heated fluid is steam, the fluid's own
can be nickel powder that has been treated to enhance poros- pressure is sufficient to propel the fluid. Atypical thennal load
ity thereof. +o 16 includes radiators suchis those commônly used for heat-

In those embodiments that include an electrical resistor, the ing interior spaces.
apparatus can also include an electrical energ¡r source, such as As shown in FIG. 2, the heat source 14 is a tank 20 having
a voltage source or current source in electrical communica- a lead composite shield, an inlet 22 and anoutlet 24, both o1
tion with the resistor. which a¡e connected to the pipe 12. The interior of the tank 20

Among the other embodiments are those in which the fuel +s contains fluid to be heated. In many cases, the fluid is water.
wafer includes a multi-layer structwe having a layer of the However, other fluids can be used. In addition, the fluid need
fuel mixture in thermal communication with a layer contain- not be a liquid fluid but can also be a gas, such as air.
ing the electrical resistor. The tank 20 further includes a door 26 that leads to a

In yet other embodiments, the ftet wafer includes a central receptacle 28 protruding into the tank 20. Radiating ñns 30
heatinginsertandapairoffuelinsertsdisposedoneitherside so protrudefromwallsofthereceptacle2Sintothetank20.To
of the heating insert. maximize heat transfer, the receptacle 2g and the fins 30 a¡e

A variety of tanks can be used. For example, in some typicallymadeofamaterialhavinghighthermalconductiv-
embodiments,thetankincludesarecessforreceivingthefuel ity, such as metal. A suitable metal is one not subject to
wafer therein. Among these are embodiments in which the corrosion, such as stainless steel.
tank further includes a door for sealing the recess. In yet other ss The receptacle 28 holds a multiJayer wafer 32 for gener-
embodiments the tank includes a radiation shield. ating heat. A voltage source 33 is connected to the waler 32,

Also included among the embodiments are those that fur- and a controller 35 for controlling the voltage source 33 in
tlrer include a controller in communication with the voltage response to ternperature of fluid in the aaîir-l2 as sensed by a
sonrce. Among these are controllers that are configured to sensor 37.
cause vary the voltage in response to temperattre of the fluid oo As shown in FIG. 3, the multilayer fuel wafer 32 includes
to be heated. a heating section 34 sandwiched between two fuel sections

In anotheraspect, the invention features an apparatus for 36,3S.Theheatingsection34feafuresacentrallayer40made
heating a fluid, the apparatus including means for containing ofan insulating material, such as mica, that suppof s a resistor
the fluid, and means for holding a fuel mixttue containing a 42. FIG. 4 shows an exemplary central layer 4ò having holes
catalyst and a reagent, and means for initiating a reaction os 44 through which a resistive wire 42 has been *oturã. This
sequence mediated by the catalyst to cause an exothermic resistive wire 42 is connected to the voltage source 33. First
reaction. and second insulating layers 46, 48, such as mica layers,
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encase the central layer 40 to provide electrical insulation In FIG. 5, the heat source 14 is placed downstream from a
fromtheadjacentfuel sections3ó,38. conventional furnace 56. In thisìase, the controller 35 is

Each fuel section 36, 38 features a pair of thermally con- optionally connected to control the conventional furnace. As
ductive layers 50, 52, such as steel layers. Sandwiched aresult,theconventionalfumaceSówillremainoffunlessthe
betweeneachpairofconductivelayers50,52isafuellayer54 s output temperature of the heat source 14 falls below some
that contains a fuel mixture having nickel, lithium, and threshold, at which point the fi;mace 56 will staf. In this
lithiumaluminumhydrideliAlH4("LAH"),allinpowdered configuration, the conventional fumace 5ó functions as a
form. Preferably, the nickel has been treated to increase its back-up unit.
porosiry for example by heating the nickel powder to for In FIG. 6, first and second heat sources 58, 60 like that
times and temperatures selected to superheat any water to describedinFIGS. l-4areconnectedinseries.Thisconfigu-
present in micro-cavities that are inherently in each particle of ration provides a hotter output temperature than can be pio-
nickel powder. The resulting steam pressure causes explo- vided with only a single heat source 58 by itself. Additional
sions that create larger cavities, as well as additional smaller heat sources can be added in series to further increase the
nickel particles. temperature.

The entire set of layers is welded together on all sides to ts In FIG. 7, first and second heat sources 62, 64 like that
form a sealed unit. The size of the wafer 32 is not important to described in FIGS. 1-4 are connected in parallel. In this con-
its function. However, the wafer 32 is easier to handle if it is figuration, the output volume can be maåe greater than what
on the order of % inch thick and 12 inches on each side. The could be provided by a single heat transfãr unit by itself.
steel layers 50, 52 are typically 1 mm thick, and the mica Additional heat transfer uniis can be added in parallel to
layers 40, 48, which are covered by a protective polymer 20 further increase volume.
coating, are on the order of 0.1 mm thick. However, other
thicknesses can also be used. Having described the invention, and a preferred embodi-

In operation, a voltage is applied by the voltage source 33 ment thereof, what I claim as new and secured by Letters
to heat the resistor 42. Heat from the resistor 42 is then Patent is:
transfered by conduction to the fuel layers 54, where it zs l.Anapparatusforheatingfluid, saidapparatuscompris-
initiates a sequence of reactions, the last of which is revers- ing a tank, an electrical resistor, and a fuel wafer, wherein said
ible. These reactions, which are catalyzedby the presence of tank is configured forholding fluid to be heated, wherein said
the nickel powde¡ are: fuel wafer is configured to be in thermal communication with

3liAlHo-lir{1fl 6+2At+3H2 said fluid, wherein said fuel wafer includes a fuel mixture that
o includes reagents and a catalyst, wherein said electrical resis-

2Li3AtHu+gli!{a2AI+3H2 tor is in thermal communication with said fuel mixture and

2L,H+2A'+2L.A'+H> ä'Íff1å'ü::ili::î;:l:'iïìffiî#,îiî:ir':,'åil:31
Once the reaction sequence is initiated, the voltage source a controller in communication with said voltage source, and a

33 can be tumed off, asihe reaction sequence is selI-sustain- 35 temperature.sensot wherein said fuel mixtu¡e comprises

ing. However, the reaction rate may notie constant. Hence, ¡, lithium. and lithium aluminum hydride, wherein said catalyst

mãy be desirable to tum on the vóltage source 33 at certáin comprises. a group 10 element, wherein said controller is
times to reinvigorate the reaction. TJdetermine whether or configured to monitor a temperature frorn said temperature

not the voltage ãource 33 should be turned on, the temperature at least

sensor 37 prolrid"r a signal to the controller 35, which then 40 on in sai

determines whether or iot to apply a voltage ií response to compris

the temperature signal. It has been found that afterthe reac- age soìrce'

tionhas generated'approximately 6 kilowatthours of energy, 2. The.apparatus of claim 1, wherein said catalyst com-

it is desirable to uiily approximately I kilowatt hourîf prisesnickelpowder.

electrical 
"o"rgy 

to .Ëitr,rigorate tne reaction sequence. as , 3.Theapparatusofclaim2,whereinsaidnickelpowderhas

Eventually, ìhe efficienõy of the wafer 32 wili decrease to beerr treated to enhance porosity thereof.

thepoint whLre it is uneconômical to continually reinvigorate 4. The ap,paratus of claim 1, wherein said fuel wafer com-

the reaction sequence. At this point, the wafer á2 can simply prises a multi-layer structure having a layer of said fuel mix-
be replaced. Typically, the wìfer 32 will sustain approxí- h|e.il tlerryl communication with a layer containing said

mateþ 180 dayr otcontiooous operation befor" ,"pl*ä-".r, so ele-ctrical resistor.

becomes desirable. 5. The apparatus of claim L, wherein said fuel wafer com-

Thepowderinthefuelmixtureconsistslargelyofspherical prises a central heating insert and a pair of ñrel inserts dis-
particles having diameters in the nanometei tó micrometer pole{9n either side of said heating insef.
iange, for 

"*uto-pl" 
between I nanometer and 100 microme- ó. The apparafus of claim 1, wherein said tank comprises a

ters. Variations in the ratio of reactants and catalyst tend to ss rec-ess for receiving said firel wafer therein.

govemreactionrateandarenotcritical. However,ithasbeen 7' The apparatus of claim 6, wherein said tank further
iound that a suitable mixture v/ould include a starting mixture comprises a door for sealing said recess.

oT Syo/o nckel, 2OVo lithium, and 3U/o LAH. Wlthin this L The apparatus of claim l, wherein said tank comprises a

mixture, nickel acts as a catalyst for the reaction, and is not radiation shield'

itselfa reagent. While nickel is particularly useful because of 60 . ?' 
The apparatus of claim l, wherein said reaction in said

its relative-abundance, its function can also be carried out by fue_lmjxhrre is at least partially reversible.

other elements in column 10 of the periodic table, such ai .10. 
The.apparatus of claim 9, wherein saidreactioncom-

platinum or palladium. prises reacting lithium hydridewithaluminum to yieldhydro-
FIGS. 5-7 show a variety of ways to connect the heat source gen gas'

f4inFIG. 1. * * * {. *
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DATED
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: August 25,2015
: Andrea Rossi
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It is certified that error appears in the above-identified patent and that said Letters Patent is hereby corrected as shown below:

In the Specification

In column 3, delete lines 3 through 74 andinsert this paragraph.

-Each fuel section 36, 38 features a pair of thermally conductive layers 50, 52, such as steel layers.
Sandwiched between each pair of conductive layers 50,52 is a fuel layer 54 that contains a fuel
mixture having nickel, lithium, and lithium aluminum hydride LiAtH4 ("LAH"), all in powdered
form. Preferably, the nickel has been treated to increase its porosity, for example by heating the nickel
powder for times and temperatures selected to superheat any water present in micro-cavities that are
inherently in each particle of nickel powder. The resulting steam pressure causes explosions that create
larger cavities, as well as additional smaller nickel particles.-

Signed and Sealed this
Eighth Day of March, 2016

\¿ ,.t .

74*LÁ-U. k ,(*
Michelle K. Lee

Director of the United States Patent and Trademark Olfice
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